
Teachers Day Celebration 2021

On the morning of 5th September 2021, S.P.I.T. had an online Teacher's Day celebration.
Due to the pandemic, instead of assembling in the institute’s conference room for an
evening of fun and games, the faculty and students gathered in a Google meet.

All the Student Council members and the IEEE committee members, expressed their
gratitude towards the teachers who have been through the highs and lows of the
student’s engagement in the college, always offering encouragement and support.

The function began with a warm welcome to all teachers followed by the introduction of the
council members and the IEEE committee members by Sumeet Haldipur, general secretary
of the Student Council. Aayush Kawathekar(Technical Secretary) streamed the entire
celebration on youtube. The program formally began with a melodious Saraswati prayer by
Sruthi Shivaramkrishnan.



After the prayer, students from our college were all set to entertain our teachers with their
power-packed performances. Nikhil Motwani(Vice Cultural Secretary) from SE IT, gave it a
head start with his sensational dance moves on remix songs. In the second performance,
Sakshi Gadegaonkar from TE Comps sang a beautiful song “Socha Nahin To Socho Abhi”
from the movie “Rock on” with recorded guitar background music played by Mihir Nikam
from TE IT. It was followed by a remix song sung by Sruthi Shivaramkrishanan from TE
ETRX. Last but not the least, Pushkar Sutar sang as well as played his guitar and performed
the song “Aye Khuda” from the movie “Pathshaala” and mesmerized everyone.

These performances were followed by games for teachers. Sumeet Haldipur, Swaraj
Salunke(Cultural Secretary), and Siddharth Deshpande(Secretary of IEEE) gave a brief
introduction about the series of games planned for the morning.

We created 4 random groups of teachers, also 4 WhatsApp groups for them to exchange
ideas amongst their group and answer the questions presented on their screens,
prearranged by the council.



The first round was “Emoji Round”(Guess the Song) in which each team had to guess the
song from displayed emoticons and sing the chorus. The second round of the game was
“Trivia Round”, wherein we asked some questions to teachers related to Bollywood
movies, like famous character names from popular movies, complete famous dialogue of a
particular movie and they had to answer to get the points. This round was followed by a
“Dialogue round” in which the members of our drama club, Mudra, delivered famous
dialogues and the teachers had to guess the movie from which it was taken.  The final
round was called “Instrumental Round”. In this round teachers have to guess the song
played on Piano by Mihir Nikam(TE IT).

The rounds were filled with a myriad of melodies and a keen fastest-finger-first style
struggle for scoring up the ladder. At the end of these rounds, Team “G se Gazab”
garnered the highest score and was declared the winner by the Students’ Council.



Towards the end, Sumeet proposed a vote of thanks to all the teachers for joining in and to
the IEEE members for helping the council to organize the event.

When Prof. Narendra Bhagat said, “I thank the Students’ Council for organizing such a fun event
for all the teachers. It showed us that our students love us and inspire us to go even further in
helping them achieve their goals.” all the student’s members felt rewarded for their time and
effort.

To top it up Dr. Rita Das, Dean of Student Affairs and Head of the ASH department,
thanked the students for a wonderful afternoon. The faculty echoed her sentiments,
thanking the students for a relaxing experience after the bustle of the week.

Recording of Teachers Day Celebration 2021:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkf1DlGUM7M&t=5610s&ab_channel=SPITStuden
t_council
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